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1. Introduction 
The analysis of the importance of socioeconomic characteristics of 
households in the determination of income distribution has alre
ady won a 
good reputation in the literature. This paper attempts a cont
ribution on 
1
this line by applying a technique, not yet explored in order to
 evaluate 
• the independent and join~effec
ts of economic and· social attributes of house­
holds and their contributions to total inequality. The method
ology first 
•µggested by Bhattachanya and Malanobis /ll and developed by Pya
tt /11/ and 
Fei, Ran.is and Kuo, 14/ and /5/, is extended to allow for multivariate 
analysis. 
'Ihe A,ecomposition of the Gini coefficient is carried out in a 
way that dis­
criminates differences in income distribution supporting and c
ontradicting a 
set of hypot~esis .-
!he basic information was tak~n from an as yet unpublished sur
vey of 
family incomes and expenditures in the Greater Bu.enos Aires /8
/ designed and 
processed by using a methodology developed in the ECIEL Program
2 fora number 
of urban centers in Latin America. The survey collected informat
ion on incomes, 
.expenditures, and attributes of households and individuals for
 the period going 
frQm July 1969 to June 1970. 
Section 2 sketches the decomposition of the Cini coefficients.
 Section 
3 summarizes the main features of income distribution in the G
reater Buenos 
Aires and presents a decomposition of the Gini coefficient in orde
r· to link 
the size and the 1unctional distributions. Section 4 examines 
~he role played 
by socioeconomic variables in the determination of inequality 
by means of a 
Section 5 studies the association among the variables.111w.tivariate analysis. 
Section 6, finally, states briefly the main features and resul
ts of the research. 
• 
2. Methodology of Gini Decomposition 
income levels
1be Cini coefficient fer any population of si:e n
 vith 'C'I 
can be expressed as-the mean of all possible inco
me •differences between units, 
aeasured in terms of the population average inco11
1e, that is, 
(E.l) 
where C is the Cini coefficient, y1 a
nd yj are income levels, p1 and 
pj are 
population shares, anc!. M averag~ inc;pme. 
Since C is a sum of in~ome diff~tences weighted by
 population shares
3 
tt can be disaaggregated in many vays. Pal:'ticularly, 
when the population 1a 
. . 
classified into a number of mutually exclusive cla
ss~s, the coefficient can 
be decomposed into the sum of weighted inco~ differences between un
its be­
longing to the same classes and the sum of income
 differences between units 
The first set of terms expresses inequality withinof different groups. 
·classes, and it can be written as the sum of the
 Cini coefficients of the 
classes weighted by the product of the correspondi
ng population and income 
•hares. 
On- the other hand, those components obtained by c
omparing incomes 
of units belonging tc different classes can be di
vided into those that can 
be summarized by differences in the average income
s of classes and those 
that appear vhen distributions of classes overlap
. 
-ln fact, for any two classes, h and It, it e&n be sh
own that !\ii• 
the weighted SUlll of differences in inc0111es, as de
fined above, between units . 
belonging to k with regard to those belonging to 
b, can be written as 
(!.2a) 
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.mere~ and ?\i are the average incomes of classes k and h, relative to 
the total average income. Expression (E.2a) indicates hOIJ inequality origi
­
nated in income differences between units belonging to different classes ca
n 
Asst.ming that~>~• °iik > 0 means that there are householdsbe decomposed. 
in h (the class.with lower average income) that have ipcomes larger than those 
of some units in k, that is to say, that distributior.s overlap. At the same 
time, it shows that income. differences between households in k and those in
 h 
' , .. ' ,.. __,,:/· ·,S :-: . .. 
can be expressed by the difference in avera~e incomes weighted by pop,ulatio:n 
shares, plus a term equivalent to Dhk• On th,tbther hand, (E.2a) can .be 
rewritten as 
(E.2b) 
Hence, inequality accounted for by income differences of units be­
longing to different classes include an effect of differences in average 
incomes and an effect of overlapping distributions. It is also clear that 
half 
of this las.t effect is due to income differences emerging because some in­
comes of h are higher than some of k, and the other half to the opposite 
aicuation. 
Summing up, the Gini Cot!ff icient can be disaggregated into three effects: 
the effect of inequality :within classes; ~he effect of average incol!le diffe
rences 
between classes; and the effec.t of overlapping distributions. We ~:!11 ref
er 
to them simply as inequality effect, differences effect, and overlapping ef
fect, 
respectively. 
To begin with,This decomposition has several interesting properties. 
• 
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any of the three effects can in turn be disaggregated to allow for more detailed 
analysis. Moreover, this kind of disaggregation makes it poss-ible to tut 
hypothesis.
4 
For example, the assertion that individuals belonging to the 
class k have liigher incomes than those belonging to h can be confronted vith 
the results of the disaggregation. The part -of the Gini coefficient accounted 
by the inequality effect neither supports nor contradicts the hypothesis. In.. 
tum, _the .diff er4!ncea affect would ■ upport the hypothesis if -1\t > ~ and would 
. . 
con­COl'tradict it if -Hai>-~• Finally, half of the overlapping effect wou.ld 
tradict _and half would support the hypothesis. 
tn addition, the disaggregation just presented can readily be transfer-
. . ·s 
aed in another that links the functional and the size distribution of income. 
Since the Cini coefficient is defined as the sum of weighted differences that 
. + 
. 
-
c~n-tradict and of those that support a given hypothesis (d + d ), ve can also 
compute the net gap of differences (d+ - d - ), and then define 
. ,··:· . . . -· 
(E.3) 
I. would be equal to 1 if all_ income differences aupported the hypothesis; it vould 
be - 1 if all of them contradicted it. Positive values of R indicate that 
the income differences supporting the hypothesis outweigh those that 
contradict it. The opposite is true vhen R is negattve. 
Consider now the distribution of income of a given aource (k) among · 
all the indirlduals in a given population and the relation between thia particular 
411.atribution and that of total income among the aame population. The hypothesis 
that income from this aource increases vith total income can be tested ·as pre­
noualy indicated. If R 1a positive, it mean■ that ineq1.1&lity in th·e income 
• -5-
On the contrary, adistribution from such a source adds to total inequality. 
negative value of R would indicate that inequality in the distrib
ution of in­
come from source k diminishes total inequality. 
It can be shown that if there are s sources of-_ income, the Gini 
coefficient can be written as 
where tk is the share in incOl!le .of· source .k. This decomposition l.inks 
We turn now to the consideratignaize distribution· _and sources of income. 
of the corresponding results for the Greater Buenos Aires. 
. -6-• 
3. Size Distribution and Sources of Income 
Let us •tart looking at the size distribution of total family income
6 
in the Greater Buenos Aires, shown in Table 1. The Cini coefficient (0.3826) 
t■ amaller than. any other obtained for the various Latin American cities in­
cluded ·in the ECIEL .project, as can be seen compa?'ing with results presented 
in /6/. It also'reveals a greater inequality than the one founded in /10/ 
for Australian urban cent:ers. 
t'he·overall inequality includes relatively large differences in both 
extremes of the ,d·tstrlbution and rather scall ones in the intermediate 
intervals, as T-able 1 makes clear. The shares, of income derived from the 
. 7 
aeveral sources cons!d~red varies. in each bracket. Wages and salaries have 
a relatively large and decreasing share from the second to the eighth bracket, 
and a lower participation in the first and especially ik the highest income 
interval. Income from self-et!lJ)loyment shows ~he opposite ,,attern, with a 
share that decreases in the first three brackets and then increases, reaching 
it• highest value for upper income families. Transfers are important only 
in the first three brackets, while imputed rents
8 increase steadily with 
income. Income from ownership of capital is important only in Che highest 
income group. 
The distribution of -the different income sources contributes to total 
inequality as shown in Table. 2. Wages and ■ alaries are more evenly distributed 
than any other kind of income, while incomes from capital and transfers have .. 
the largest inequalities. The Cini coefficient for aelf-employt:ient is also 
high, essentially because this kind of income is earned both by low income 
aroups and by professionals and others on the top of the distribution.
9 
Aa it vas ahown in E.4, these inequalities 1n the sources of income play 
-7-
TABLE 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL HOUSEHOLD INCOMES IN THE GREATER. BUENOS AIRES 
· (July 1969 - June 1970) 
Income 
Intervals 
(current 
pesos) 
Number of Incomes 
Households 
(as% of total) 
Average 
Income 
of Each 
Interval 
(current 
pesos) 
Percentage 
Differences 
of Average 
Incomes 
Between 
Intervals 
1 
4,201 
5801 
7001 
·1401 
4200-
5800-
-- 7000 
8'400-
- 9800 . 
10,2 
10,0 
9,2 
11,8 
9.4 
2;4 
3,9 
4,6 
7,2 
6,8 
2928 
S004 
6369 
7745 
9176 
70,6 
27,4 
21~5 
1s,:s 
9801 - 11800 
11801 14000-
14001. - 16800 
16801 - 24000 
2400~ y ~s 
9,6 
10,4 
· 9,4 
10,7 
.9,4 
.. 8 2t 
10,5 
11,3 
17,0 
.,·. 
28,1 
10823 
12834 
15354 
20230 
38068. 
17,9 
18.5 
. t 
19,6 
31,8 
88,1 
TOTAL 100,0 100,0 12695 
Gini coefficient: ·0.3626 
TABLE 2 
J>ECO'MPOSJTION OP INEQUALITY BY INCOME SOURCES 
t!;; 
Source 
.i 
of Income Sh~re in Correlation Cini * Percentage Contribution 
\ Totl;ll. with Total Coefficient of House- to Total 
Inca• Income holda with-
(II) (R) out incoae Value : 
of the of Cini 
Source 
Wages and Salariea 38.6. .5003 .3181 34.1 .1063 27.8 
( .5506) 
• 
Self-employment 25 •.3 .6441 .4822 61.7 .1307 34.1 
(.8015) 
I Capital 4.0 .7615 .6787 92.1 .0305 8.0, (.9747) 
Imputed Rent 17.5 .7023 .4074 42.4 .0807 21.1 
(.6585) 
Transfers • 9 .4 .2001 .4030 60.9 .0143 3.7 
(.7666) 
.5631 66.7 .0206 5.4Others s •. 2 .4628• (. 8543) 
-
.3826 100.-Cini coefficient for. total income ·,. . -
* The first valu~ refers ·to h.~us~,llold' t.lJat receive 'lncome from the source. 1.'he aecon<J. on• (between brackeU) 
to all the hous~h.olds.~ i.e." 11u:.i""ea faJ11Jl!,~e not having in~~me from .the source. They are related by th• 
expreaaion G • c• • p ·. + (1 - p ) , where G" ia the Gini computed by including only houaeholda receiving 
·• • 8 . 8 • . 
inc~ fro■~• 
-9-
• 
different roles in the determination of total inequality, according to
 the 
share of each source in total incotlle and to•. the magnitude (ih this cas
e the 
sign is always positive) taken by R. In our case, this coefficiet1t is
 high 
for incomes derived from capital and self-employment, moderate for wag
es 
and salaries, and low for transfers. As a result, the contribution of
 the 
distribution of wages and salaries to total inequality is lower than t
he 
share of labor. The same happens with transfers even though the ·cini for 
this kind of income is high. io On the contraey, t~e., contribution to in­
equality of s.elf-employment and income from capital results much large
r 
· 11
than their income shares •. 
Another fact deserves consideration·. In the Greater Buenos Aires 
almost 60i. of the families live in their own houses and imputed rent accou
nts 
This pre>portion would increasefor more than 20% of the total inequality. .:~ .._"·...,.
. , ·.. ( 
if the use of other durable go~ds were included in order to impute rents. 
• -10-
4. Multivariate Analysis 
4.1 First Decomposition of the Cini Coefficient 
. . 12
In a previous paper an univariate analysis was presented. Variables 
auch u education, occupation, family size, age, ownership of capital, aex, 
and o·thers were considered one at the time. ·Sere ve propose a vay to ·extend 
the method to multivariate analysis, aiming at a better understanding of the',. . . . ., '· ·_·J ..,... \ ., - .,• . . • 
independent and joint effects of the variables. . For t:his purpose we selected 
~e four variables that in the .pre\doua atudy vere found to be the aoat ·im­
protant I that is to say, that ■hawed the largest effec-t of differences among 
average incomes of the groups. ~ree of them .refer to ·attributes of the family 
b·ead (education, occupadoJ?-, and age) and the fourth to the household (family 
aize). For each variable, classeifvere given values that correspond to the. 
ranking as regards avetage income in the univ.iriate analysis. For size, 
education and occupation the ranking coincides exactly with a priori judgement. 
· . 13
Such a kind of judgement is in.stead less clear for the age of the ·family head. 
For the multivariate analysis the population was divided into 300 
closes by combining all the classes of the four variables. Average income, 
population and income shares, and the Gini coefficient of every group was computed. 
' 
An additional class was also defined in order to include families on which no 
14Yalied infon:ia.tion could be obtained for any of the variables. the results· 
- of the decomposition of the Cini using this multivariate classification are 
presented in Table 3. The discriminatory power of the chosen classification 
and the large number of classes taken into consideration explain the high 
relative importance of the differences effect and the very •mall (practically 
negligible) cf the inequalities effect • 
... 
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··Table 3 
Multivariate decomoositi~n of the.Gin! Coefficient into 
three effects 
. Contributions 
Values % of Gini 
Inequalities effect 0.0033 0.86 
Differences effect 0.2720 71.10 
<>verlepping effect 0.1073 28.04 
• 
TOTAL 0.3826 100~00 
..- ;,,.:, 
-12-• 
.4.2 The Hypothesis 
It ta often usumed that •Hferences between groups shov the .amount 
of in.equality "explained" by the classification adopted. In 9eneral, 
this ii not correct aince the direction of the differences must be ~aken 
into account. Moreover, even if income differences run in some expected 
direction on the average, there could be s0t:1e households not following that 
pattern. As ve have already pointed out half of the inccae differences 
COlilpo•ini the overu,p effect run in one direction and the other half in 
· ·. . 15
the opposite. 
for these.,reasons ve believe it is necessary to build fir.at a aet 
of hypothesis and only thereafter to decompose inequality distinguishing 
4ifferences of incoraea that support it from those that contradict 1.:t. 
Let us start by a simplified set of hypothesis. When .wo _classes 
of households (o·r two individual households)' differ in the values of ~he· 
four variables taken into account and· all these differences run in the sa~e 
direction then the class (the household) shoving higher values is expected 
16
to have higher income. Similar hypothesis is assumed for the cases in which 
· · 17 · · · ·
there are one, two, or three control variables and the remaining ones have 
. . 
In thesehigher values in one of the classes(cases 1.1 to 1.4 in Table 4). 
four cases the effect of arty variable reinforcea the effect of the others. 
We call them " cases without opposite variables " • The highest proportion of 
differences •upporting the hypothesis u expected to be found among these . 
groups, decreasingly as the number of control variables increases. ltesults 
are expected to be less conclusive vhen differences in the value■ of the 
non-control variables run in different directions ("cues with eppoaite 
••r·iablu"). 
Pour additional cases have ~o be diatinguiahed. When a0t1e variables 
have hi~her values in one class and •ome in the other: then the clu ■ having more 
-lJ-
variables with higher values is expected to have higher average income 
(cases 2.1 and 2.2 in Table 4). If the classes are opposed two to two 
_,;-:!' 
. (that is to say, two variables have higher values in one class arid the other 
tvo in the other class, case 2.3), the class vi.th a higher value in education 
is expected to have higher income. Finally, if there are two control variables 
and the other two oppose one _to one (that is to say, one variable has a 
~igher value in ~ach of _the two _classes under comparison, case 2.4 in Table 4),. 
• the class whos·e head has higher education is assumed to have hi~her income; if 
e.4~cation is one of the co.ntrol variables, the higher income will correspond 
. t__ ,. ,... ·, ···.'; ·- ·'" .\. ·... ' ..: 
· tothe cl.ass with a higher value in occupation; fi,nally, if both education and 
occupation ·are control variables, the -higher -income will be expect:ed in the 
. . 18class vith -h·igher value in size. 
Since vehave postulated the hypothesis in terms of classes of households, 
·1n vhat follows we limit our attention to the differences effect. An operational 
difficulty in the Gini decomposition applied to a multivariate classification 
.ia the large number of terms in this effect. In our present case there are 
45.1S0 terms, so that. it is crucial to find a suitable way to group them. As a 
first step we have divided them into 8' sets of terms, corr~sponding precisely· 
~o the cases distinguished in the ;hypothesis, as detailed in Table 4~9 
On the whole, for the eight cases considered together, 87.6% of the 
contributi~ns to the inequality support the hypotheses and 12.4% contradict it~O 
However, the pattern --is quite different l.lS we move along the lines of the table, 
fully in agreement with the qualifications formulated to the hypothesis. On one 
~reme (cas~s 1.1 to 1.3, cor?'esponding to mini1llUlll opposition) ve find the 
bighetproportion of values supportinR the hypothesis; on the other extreme 
(cases 2.2 to 2.4, with maxi1DU111 opposition) we find the lower proportions ; 
• -14-
and there is an intermediate zone (cases 1.4 and 2.1) w
here the proportion 
of contributions aupportin~ the hypothesis takes values betw
een those of the 
extremes. Roughly apeaking ve aay aay that the first 
five cues (1.1 to 1.4 
and 2.1) support rather satisfactorily the hypothesis
, representing rx,re than 
In the other three cases the results are less70% of the differences effect. 
aeat. They will be reexamined below (in 4.3). 
table 4 
Test of hyPothesis: The effect ~f'averag~incomes diff
erences 
4ieag~re~ated in ei~ht sets of tenns. 
Contributiom Supp(jrt:ug Contradicting 
to the effect the hypothesis the hypothesis 
1. Cases vit\ro opposite Val~e % Value % Val~e %
 
••riablea · 
1.1 No control variables .0486 18.6 .0485 99.8 .0001 0.2 
1.2 One cofttrol variable .0566 21.7 .0556 98.9 .0011 1.1 
1.3 Two control variables .0372 14.2 .0348 93.6 .0024 6.4 
1.4 Three ~ontrol variables .0114 4.3 .0095 84.0 .0018 16.0 
2. Cases v:lth some opposite variables 
2.1 Three variables vs. onJ/ .0308 11.8 .0267 86.6 .·0041 13.4 
2.2 Tvo variables vs. onJ/ .0491 18.8 .0356 72.5 .013S 27.5 
2.3 Tvo variables vs. tv~' .0123 4.7 .0091 74.0 .0032 26.0 
. 5/2.4 One variable vs. Ot?e .0157 5.9 .0095 60.8 .0061 39.2 
TOTAL .2617 .2293 .0323 
1/- All the variables taking different Talues in the cvo claaaea under 
• comparison have higher valu
es in the same cl.us• 
2/- Three variables have hi~her Taluea •d the fourth 
a naaller va~ue 
in one class. 
3/- ho variables have higher values and another a aulle
r value in 
one clue (the fourth is a control Tariable). 
-15-
4/- Two variables have higher values and the other two smaller in 
one class. 
S/- One variable has a higher value and another a smaller value 
in one class (the other two are c,ontrol variables). 
21
Asecond natural step in the disaggregation process consists in the 
consideration of 40 cases by distinguishlng the variables. For instance, case 
1.1 in table 4 (one control variable, the other three taking higher values in 
one class) is disaggregated in four, according to which is the control variable. 
This furtti.~r disaggregation of the figµres suggests. the strength of education 
anp the weakness of age as explanatory variables. The joint effect of age and 
the-other variables appears feeble and in the other extreme it is easily 
appreciated the power of education and occupation running to.gether in the same 
22 
· · direc,tion. 
As regards the cases with opposite variabl:es we al;~ady noticed that 
~hey are characterized by the higher proportionof cc,ntributions cotttra<iicti:ig 
the hypothesis. NcY, at the rie\t level of dlsaggr~gation (40 cases) it can be 
seen that in five cases the contributions contradicting the hypothesis over­
powered the contributions supporting it. This finding reinforces.the need 
to improve the set of hypothesis. We explore this line in 4.3, limitin~ our 
effo.rt to the consideration of cases 2.2 to 2.4, where the results are 
less satisfactory. 
ln order to complete the consideration of the 111Ultivariate analysis 
based upon the hypothesis formulated ir. their simple form,.~e try to assess 
the relative. importa~c~:-;of ·ene v~riables. Given the sti-e'ngth of the joint. ,. .• . . .... 
effects, any way of imputing values is somehow arbitratary, so that we need 
to make clear the criteria to be followed. 
To impute values to individual variables in the eases vithout 
oprosite variables· (1.1 to 1.4) we proceed to divide equally the contributions 
supporting the set of hypothesis among the non-control variables while 
contributions rejecting it are considered non-imputable. When there are 
--·'-------------~------- .. -... -. .. .-. --·-- ... ·· · • 
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opposite variables (2.1 to 2.4) contributions sup
porting the set of 
hypothesis are di'fi.ded equally &11emg the·•atiabl~
s whose effect as assumed to 
prevail, wile those contributions contradicting
 it are attributed to the 
The results obtained are presented in panel A ofwrtables assumed weaker.
.
'tabl~· 5. The proportion of non-imputable differe
nc:es is quite ama11 (only 
2% of the differences effeet). The ffriables ran
k as ·assumed in the 
hnothesis: education, occupatic;,n, size and age. 
lt seems to be also relevant to impute the eff;c:t of differences 
In panel 'B of tJie same t·able:ln average incomes to groups of variables. 
the results for couples of variables are presented
, using imputing criteria 
. . 
eWlar to those used for individual variables. Th
e non;..urputable 
contributions ~re in this case larger since there
 are cases in which it is 
not at all possible to aake imputations to pairs
 of variables (as in cases 
The joint effect of education and occupation is 
considerably
1.4 and 2.4). 
_higher than any other, while the lower values co
rrespond to age combined 
with any of the other three variables. It does n
ot •~em necessary to show 
It is en~gh to point outresults for combinations of three variables. 
that.the ~st important c0111bination is education
-occupation-size. 
--
-17-• 
Table 5 
The differences effect and the relative imoortance 
o'.f the socioeconomic variables 
A. individual variables 
Cases ~;lze Age Education Occupation Non-imputable 
1.1 .0121 .0121 .•0121 .0121 .0001 
1.2 · .0120 .0126 .0147 .0164 .0011 
. ' ,.··~' . 
1.3 .0057 .0052 ~0118 .0121 ~0024 
• 
1.4 .0021 .0014 • OOjl .0028 .0018 
2.1 .ooao .0059 .0085 .0084· 
.. 
2.2 .0104 ,0063 .0182 .0143 
2.3 .0026 .0016 .0046 .0036 
2.4 .0040 .0022 .0061 .0033 -
TOTAL .0569 .0473 .0791 .0730 .0054 
B. Pairs of varia~les 
Cases Size Sj.ze Size Age. Age Educ.• Non-
Age Educ. Occu-p. Educ. Occu~. Occup. imputable 
1.1 .0081 .0081 .0081 .0081 .0081 .0081 .0001 
1.2 .0060 .0082 .0099 .0087 .0104 .Oll5 .0011 
1.3 .0033 ~0042 .0038 .0030 .0041 .0163 .0024 
1.4 - - .0114 
-2.1 .0033 .0043 .0054 .0034 .0045 .0056 .0041 
2.2 .0040 .0045 .0035 .0029 ~0026 .0181 .0135 
2.3 .0017 .0025 .0010 .0009 .0005 .0057 
-2.4 - - .0157 ~ 
TOTAL .0264 .0318 .0317 .0210 .0302 .0663 .0483 
• -18-
4.3 Three alternative vays for further considerat~on of the hyPothesis. 
In order to ex.n:ine in greater detail the cases in vhich the evidence 
aupporting the hypothesia is veaker, three alternative roads are explored, 
aainly in order to indicate possible extensions of the re ■ earch. 
In the first p~ce, cases 2.2 to 2.4 of table 4 were reconsidered by 
-·-_ 23. -
giving only two values to every variable. The rationale behind this 
procedure is quite aimple. The hypothesis atated •~ove took into account only 
,.. . _._ 
vaa higher or Jover in one c:lasa,the fact that the value of a given variable.. 
, , 
. : '.. . : ·. :.. •. . -:,~ /··· ·...-.. ·. ~.:, . ·l. -. 
_, 'but o.o ·.consideration va_s given to the IIUlgnitude of the difference. However 
this could be done in diff_erent ways. We h_ave followed this_ line postulating 
a very simple vei~htiug pattern: differ~ncea in the values of a variable 
were given a ~ero weight if both units · belonged to the ■ae consolidated 
class, vhile the weight vas one for differences in attributes -of units correspondinf 
to different new clusea. 
A certain improvement results from this neoclassification: the sum of differ-
euces supporting the hypothesis increased
. 
from 0.2293 to 0.2335 11 
. 
and that contra-
dicting it diminished from 0.0323 to 0.0218. A small proportion (0.0063) neither 
aupports nor contracts·it because it correspon~s ·to previous differences 
,in attributes that were consolidated. 
The transfonnation to dichotomous variables reversed ~he five cases 
that previously contradicted the hypothesis. All or the 40 cases examined 
~egister hi~her contributions ■upporting the hypothesis than the ones 
contradictin~ it. 
A aecond possible vay to refine the hypothesis conaiat• in taking into.. 
account the association that erl■ ta among the -.ariablea. Aa an example 
ve have con1idered different pattern• of income■ along the life-cycle 
for different occupational groups. The cycle for the whole population is 
al10 observed in the three occupational clasae ■ of lower inc01iles, vhile 
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for executives, entrepreneurs, professionals and t_echnicians, on the 
. 
one hand, and merchants, on the other, inco~s tend to increase with age. 
Takin_g this into account the age intervals wete assigned di£ferent values 
according to the occupational group. Combining this approach with the 
first one we get a further - even if small-improvement of the results. The 
•umof contributions to the diffe;ences effect supporting the hypothesis 
increases to 0.2345, the sum of those contradicting it decreases to 0.0210 
and the non Ulputable add up .•.0061. 
A third possibility consists in desaggregating further some of the 
40 groups. 24 For instance, for every control variable the corresponding 
group can ·be subdivided into as many·· subgroups as there are possible 
control levels f_or that variable. Let us consider an example. In nine out 
of the forty cases age is a control variable. ·uowever in six ca13es the 
· 25analysis is n~t necessary. In the other three cases the consideration 
of the levels at which the variable is controlled suggests that the 
importance of education declines relatively to occupation and size as age 
· 26
increases. The results bring out the possibility of introducing qualifi-
cations to the hypothesis. For instance, in one of the subcases in 2.2, 
age as a control variable and one class has higher values in occupation 
and size, and the other in education. The hypothesis indicates that the 
class with higher values in two variables wili be expected to have higher 
average income. The qualif!cation would be "ex.cf!pt if the family heads, 
have less than 35 years; in such a case, the class with a higher value in 
education will have higher income", because of the i:nportance of education 
for the youngers. In the other extreme, consider the case in which age 
and size are control variables and education is opposed to occupation. 
-20-• 
The hypothesis says the class vith a higher value in education will have
 
higher cincome. The qualification here could be "except. if family beads are
 old 
people, _having more than 65 years, in whose case occupation vill predomi
nate 
over education'.' 
--·---. 
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.• 
5~. Association among Variables 
The results presented in the preceding section suggest that 
the joint effect of the variables is quite important. A large proportion 
of contributions to the differences effect derives frotll cases vtthout 
.opposite variables and with only one or none control variables. So, it 
seems to be quite necessary to investigate further such association. 
Let us begin by using st11-ndard statistical techniques. The 
27/ ' values of C (~ramer) and Tc (Kendal) ·· for_-p~irs of variables show that 
occupation-:age, education-occupation, and size-age have the highest values. 
On the other hand, education appears to be associated rather weekly with 
both size and age. The association between size and occupatioe takes 
an intermediate place. 
Clobal indexes .of 
•. 
association could 
: ··.·· 
be misleading
. · 
when applied
·. .. .. . .. 
to contingency tables l~rger that two by two, because the association 
aay be positive in some part of the table and negative in another. For 
this reason we applied the analysis of residuals developed_by Haberman~ 
It has the advantage of allowing at the same time local analysis and 
28/•i~ificance tests • 
Table 6 presents the results. Positive adjusted residuals 
correspon_d · to cases in which there are more households than the number 
th&t th'!re would be in case 6f no assoctiation between the variables. 
S_ymmetrically, negative residuals indicate that there are less f2!milies 
than in the case bf no association. P'or reasons of apace we prefer to 
. 29/ . . · 
omit a detailed analysis of the table: only as an example, let us 
take a look at panel F. Being either a blue collar worker or out of 
the labor force is negatively associated with high levels of education. 
• -22-
' 
In the other extreme, the occupational class vith -higher· incomes has 
positive assqciation with high levels of education. As expected, vhite 
collars are in an intermediate position~/ 
• 
I 
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Table 6 
Population contingency tables: adjusted residuals 
A: Age-size 
65 and more 12-34 yrs old 50-64 yrs old 35-49 yrs old 
1-2 members 16.33 - 0.92 1.89 - 12.52 
3-4 memb~rs - 9.41 - 0.28 1.g2 s.01 
6.;.87S an4 more - 5.67 1.27 - 4.18 
Education-size 
None Some of Pri11i4ry Some of Some of 
primary complete secondary University 
1-2 members 4.23 1.57 - 2.84 -.1.18 0.31 
3..,.4 memb;ers - 3.42 -2.65 ,i.ss 2.98 ·- 1.85Sand .J?e - 0.33 1.50 - 0.11 - 2.28 1.84. 
C: Occupation-size 
Not in the Blue collar White collar Merchents Executive. 
labor force entrepreneu­
etcetera. 
1-2 m4?1bers 13•.14 - S.15 '"".3.85 - 0 .. 12 - 3.97 
1.413-4 aet!!lfers - 6.67 1.fi2 .2.38 1.43 
Sand more - 5.83 3.36 1.15 - 1.54 2.40 
D: Education-age None Some of Primary Some of Some of 
primary complete secondary University 
6S and more '6.26 3.77 - 1.37 - 4.82 - 2.43 
12-34 years old - 3.25 - 2.58 - 3.10 6.18 3•69 
S0-6·4 years oid 0.85 0.07 1.99 - 2.63 - 0.64 
35-49> years old - 2.66 - 0.71 1.54 0.99 .0.58 
E: Occupation•aie Not in the Blue collar White collar Merchants Executive~. 
ent:repreneulabor force 
ete,tera. 
- 3.07 - 6.1665.and ~ore 24.54 - 8.36 - 7.12 
2.36 . 1.8712..;34 years old - 9.23 6.15 2.23 
50-64·yenrs old 4.97 - 4.S:7 - 0,..,02 2.35 - 1.66 
. 3~'19 1.73 4.413S-49 y_ears cld -14.66 5.57 
1: Ocupation-education 
Not in:the Blue collar White collar Merchants Executives. 
labor force entreprenea 
etcetera. 
Rone 3.84 2.48 - 3.01 - 0.87 - 2.99 
- 7.61.Some cf primary 3.25 6.41 - 2.30 - 1.57 
Primary comolete 1.04 o.44 2.40 2.67 - 7.22 
S0111e eecondary - 4.98 - 4.54 3..17 0.29 7.25 
Some university - 3.35 - 6.56 - 2.82 - 2.18 17.84 
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Ve do not pursue further the standard statistical consideration 
of association among the Tariables. Instead, ve prefer to explore it 
in the context of the Cini decomposition. Th~ idea is to compare first 
the theoretical population values that would have resulted in the cue 
of no association with those observed in the sample, and then these 
observed values with the results of the Gini· dec~sition. Table 7 
shove the results. 
The first col~detaila the relative values that the population 
veighta should show if there vas no uaociation. imong the variable.s. The 
ve~ghta correspond to the differences effect, that J• P1 .Pj for all i 
and j. Tba values of th.is first column were computed aa the product 
of the ~arginal values of rows and columns divided by the su:nof veights. 
The second column gives the relative values of the weights actua.l.ly 
observed in the sample. Yinally, the third colum:i shows the relative 
values of the contributions to the differences effect. 
The comparison of the two first columns indicates the association 
among the variables. In the cues vith no opposite variables, the values 
of the observed relative weights are hi~her thnn those e-xpe~tcd in the 
ease o! no association. It aeans that vhen two classes are compared and 
one of them has a higher value in one •ariable tb~ probability of finding 
for the same clasa larger values in the other variable• 1• higher than 
that of finding lover ones. The highest discrepancy between expected and 
obae:-Yed weights corresponds to cue 1.1, vh~r• there are not control 
YaTiables and all the variables have higher value• in one cl•••• On the 
other hand, in the cases vhere there ~• opp~•ite var.iablea, the laighu 
••lues correspond to the expected vei~hta had there been no uaociation. 
• 
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The distance is shorter in the cases with less opposition and longer 
in the cases with more opposition. 
In order to understand better the meaning of comparing columns 
2 and 3, it is convenient to think the values in column 3 as the sum 
of population shares weighted by income differences. It is then clear 
that differences in the values of columns 3 and 2 are determined by 
d~ffe];'.ences in average incomes: when these are high, column 3. has larger 
ulJes. tooking at the table we can see than column 3 tegisters.'htgher 
values (relative to column 2) in case 1.1; at the 0th.er extre111e the 
l~er value- of column 3' (relative to column 2) corresponds to case 2.4. 
That is to say, the larger income differences correspond to comparisons 
in which one the classes has higher values in the four variables. The 
· smaller differences to one of the cases with most ,opposition( one 
against one and two ·control variables 
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Table 7 
_Association UDODg the variables and the Gini deccmposition 
Population
weights Actual Shares in..the
Theoretical relative· differences
relative values value• effect
(%) (%) ( %) 
1. CaEes vi.th no op~~site variables 
1.1 No control variables 3.12 10.18 18.581.2 One control variable 10.52 16.36 21..651.3 .'blo control' variables 12.99 14.89 14.191.4 Th~ee control variables 6.96 8.24 4.34 
33.59 49.67 58.76 
· 2. ca~es vith opposite ..-ariables 
2.1 Three variables vs. one · 12.48 11.87 11.772.2 Two variables vs. one 31.S6 22.66 18.782.3 Two vai1able3·\,s. two 9.36 5.94 4.702.4 One variable vs. one 12.99 9.85 5.99 
66.39 50.32 41.24 
• 
The first five cases taken together have expected relative weights 
adding up to 46% of the total, observed weights of 61.5%, and contribufions 
to the differences effect adding up to 70.5%. · If only the first two cases 
are considered, we find expected weights adding up to 13.6%; observed Talues,
26.6%; and contributions to the differences effect, 40.2%._ These findings 
atrongly support the conclusions that theee are positive association among the
Tariables and that the -differences in the average income of two. classes is greater 
• 
the less is the opposition among variables • 
.. 
----------------------- . -
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6. Smmary 
Inequality in income distribution is measured with the Cini coefficient. 
lhe aulyais of the inequality is carried out through a decomposition of the 
eoefficient that diacriminates an effect of inequality within classes, 
an-effect of -differences in average income among claaaea, and an effect of 
overlapping. among classes. The method allows to distinguish co~tributions 
to the inequality that support and contributions that contradict a hypothesis, 
u well as to link aources of income and aize distribution. The •••-ociat.ion 
among the variables is .ex.mined using both standard statistical. techniques 
and the Cini decomposition.•• framework of reference. 
It was found, in the first place, that ther, is a aignificant positive 
association 1.11ong the ••riables considered. This means that the probability 
of finding a claes nth a higher value for a !•riable is greater if the cl.ass 
already have other variables vith higher values. Moreover, incOll!le differences 
between two classes are greater u 110re variables take higher values for the 
••nae class. · The combination of this two facts explain the relatively large 
contribution to inequality emerginR fr0tn income differences between classes vith 
none or one control variable while all the others take higher values in the 
■ use class. 
The relative importance of the variables iu their independent 
contribution shows education and occupation - in that order - u the 
aoat aignificant. The aize of the households 1• in an intermediate 
-position, and age of the family head 1• the weak.er explanatory variable. 
The eouideration of the joint effeet of the variables taken by pairs 
concludea that the coabinatio11 education-occupation 1a by far the aoat 
powerful. 
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• ,Three ways of refining the hypothesis are explored. As a simple way 
of ·veightin~ differences in values of the variables, a transfon:nation to 
dichotomous variables is presented. The association among variables gives 
place to a reformulation of the pattern of incomes along the life-cycle, so 
that instead of a single pattern, two different ones are assumed, depending on 
the occupational class. Finally, the possibility of further disaggregation 
:ls consid~red: when there is a control variable it ~Y be important to distinguish 
at which· level it is controlled.• -It is shown that when age is •· control variable 
tqen the relative importance. of education decr~ases along,.Jhe life-cycle. 
A final ,r.:,rd of caution. As any ~esearch usi.'118 a new me.~hodolo,gy for 
~·pa.~iQular case, it is not at all-easy to .evaluate the i;-esults .and findings. 
because of the lack of a cocp:::~ative framewo~k of reference. For instance lie 
have emphasized the association among the variables, but if a similar methodology 
was ~pplled to other Lat!noameri:an urban centres if would not be impos~ible 
. that the results showed still larger association. This is what we found in our 
univariate analysis. Locking only at Beunos Aires, we stressed the importance 
of education and occupation and the weaker expl&natory power of age. But when 
compared with other Latinoamerican cities, we found exactly the same l)attern~ 
still.. magnified. So that the i:n.portant conclusion for Suenos Aires is t?utt 
education and occupation have less importance than in the other cities and 
age
:, 
more... To improve th~ understanding of the.· interrelationships b~een 
_economic development and income distribution the results· of the present 
research as least a comparative reference•. 
-30-• 
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FOOTNOTES 
1- Except in a very simple case. See /3/. 
2- Programa de Estudio Conjuntos Sobre Integraci6n Econ6mica 
Latinoamericana. 
3- For simplicity of exposition it is assumed that income differences 
are expressed in units of average income. 
4~ This idea has been introduced by Fei, Ranis and .;Kuo, /4/ and /Sl 
~ 1-or a full development of this decomposition and its r.elationship
vith growth theory, see /4/ and /5/ 
6- This paper limits its attention to total i~cqmes but the survey
'provides infc,,rmatio'ti by five' sources of incotiie, as can be seen 
in Table 2. In Ch. III of /2l some univariate analysis .are carried 
out, focussing attention on compari.sons amt,ng inequaJities in 
total iric6me, and incomes from wages and self-employment.· 
7- In this connection, figures areino reported here. See /2/,
Table 3, p. 45. 
. . 
.8. They are. assigned to families that own· the houses where they live • 
• 
9. JJr;iderreporting of income is always 'supposed to be present in 
household surveys. In our case there are ~easons to ·believe th:at 
underreporting 'l.'as relatively larger in the higher brackets, 
especially as regards the incomes from capital and self-employment. 
This of course suggests than inequality income from these two 
,ources, as well as total inequality, are larger than the Gini 
coefficients indicate. 
10- Transfers are mainly payments by the social security·system (old 
age benefits). Even though their contribution to total ineouality 
1s small, it is positive, that is to say, inequality of transfers 
increase the inequality of total income. 
11- Of course the contribution to inequality of income from capital 
and self--employment would be still high.er' if the presumption 
explained in 9 was true. 
12- See /2/, Chapter II. 
----------------~-..--------..-... .. 
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13- This 1a the detail of Yariablea. classes, and Yalues: 
YAJlWL! CLASS VALtTE 
lue of household One-two members 1 
Three-four members 2 
Five or more aembera 3 
· 'Ale of family head 12-34 years old 
35:...49 years old 
2 
4 
. $0-64 years old 3 
6S or mre years old 1 
Education of family ~ead 
• 
_Hone 
~,::-of p~iury. 
lr:lury complete 
1 
2 
3 
Some.of aecondary 4 
Soae- .of university s 
· Occupation of family bead Not in the labor force 1 
Blue·collar vorkera 2 
1ftiite·collar vorkers 3 
Merchant·• 4 
Executives, entrepreneurs, s 
. ~fofessionals and technicians 
1,-.,This additional class ("invalid ~nsven") represents less than 
3% of the families, and it was not taken into account in moat of 
of the analysis. 
1S- Observe that this fact is hidden when the decomposition ia carried 
on vith indexes--that compare classes only by considering their 
&Terage incomes. 
16-. In what follovs, only -for st111pl:tcity of exposition, ve are going 
to study classes of households, so that the hypothesis are referred 
to the average incc:2e of a class. As it -~ras explained 8bov~ it !s 
-euyto extend the analysis to individual households. because we 
need. only to split the overlapping effect in tvo halvesp one 
•uppo~ting and the other contradicting the hypothesis. 
17- As usual, ve consider a control v.ariable the one having. the aame 
T&lue ■ in the tvo cluaes considered. 
18- The hypothesis ia;>lies the assumption that the rank·of the 
Y&r1ables is edacation~ occupation, aize, and age. such u it 
ns found in the univariate analyaia. See /2/, Ch. III. 
19~ 
20-
21-
22-
23-
We are going to consider first th.:: disaggregation into 8 groups 
. of terms and then to comment some results - without fully reporting 
the figures - of a disaggregation into 40 groups. Looking the 
figures from another perspective ~e could, for instance, ask which 
particular classes out of the 300 taken into consideration make the 
main contributions to the overall inequality. Ordering the classes 
by the importance of their contributions we found that - to mention 
only the first four - the first two have incomes well over the 
average of the population. In the two cases the heads are entre­
preneurs, excutives, professionals, and technicians, with a~es in 
the second bracket (between 35 and 49 years). One elass''.i:s 
~omposed by families of ·1arge size (5 or more members) vhose 
.,heads attained higher education. The other has medium size (3 to 5 
11letribe'rs}'~ith the head having secondary education. The third and 
iourth ci~sses are in the'other'extreme of 'the distribtiti6n, with 
incomes w-ell below the average. They are small size families (1-2 - -
·: i·' :; ·'' -\:-.. . .. -~ -
11l~eis) and the head is old (65 years and more) and out of the 
l,ab.or fo.rce (passiv2). In one of the classes the head has sotlle primary 
education and in the other primary complete. 
I we had to cRoose priorities for future research in the line 
explored by this paper, we would select an statistical rese.arch on 
confidence intervals for the Gini coefficient and the component 
we have: called "differences effect" in order to test hypothesis with 
previously determined rejection intervals. In what follows we 
carry out the analysis in a loose.way, enloiting the descriptive 
posibilities of the Cini deco~ositionboth without reaching a level 
of statistical inference. The help of statisticians on this 
respect would be warmly welcome. 
Figures are commented but not reported here. See /2/, and Table 19, 
· PP• 108-110. 
We will return to this comment in a more precise way. 
Intermediate and large family size were gro1-1ped into one class, 
leaving small, families in the other. The two extreme age groups 
the younger and the older - were consolidated in one class and the 
two intermediate groups in another. Executives, professionals, 
. etcftera, on the one hand, and mer~hants, on the other, formed one of 
the consolidated occupational class while the other one was blue 
and white collars and those not in the labor force. Finally, the 
variable education took a value for households whose.heads received 
._Up to complete primary education ~d another fo~ those having 
received secondary er higher education. · · 
• -34-
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24- A disQggregation across the board for the 40 groups is not 
advisable in our case, because the aize of the aample does not 
allov for auch fragmentation. 
25- For instance one of the cases in 1.2, age is a control variable, 
and occupation, size, and education take higher values in one 
class. This a clear case that does not require further elaboration. 
26-. The following table outlines the results for theae three cases: 
Age levels Control: Age Control: Age and size tControl: Age and Occupation 
Opposi_t._e_: Education_ _. _oppos..ite: Educa-ti-on_ -_Oppos-_ite: Education and size 
to ~~•t;ion and size . to Occupation· ___ _ . _ . __ .. ~---~--~~-------1------~--- ----------------------·. (I of contribution contradicting the hypothesis) 
6.612~34 Y!!&r• old_ 61.6 20.9 
35-49 years old 28.9 28.9 49.6 
50-64 years old 18.7 29.1 77.5 
79.465 and 1110re 9.2 61.9 
TOTAL 26.3 30.3 .s3.7 
,. 
27- C is based on the chi-square distribution and T on rank 
C
correlation concepts. Values are not given here. See /2/, 
Table ll, p,. 99. 
28- If n1j is the·value of a cell in a contingeg~ynt&ble, the ex
pected 
Talue in the case of no-association is E • i~ l that ia, the 
ij D 
product of marginal values of row and collumn divided by thf sample 
population. The atandarized residuals are then• • 
111j - ij 
ij / E 
. ij
11t D4 
and the variance can be estimated by v j• (1- -)(1- .-l-) so1 ,,ll 11 
. • _ .that the adjusted residual• can be CUlllputed by uij..1 ______ •u 
{ vij 
for " detailed reference see· (7l. 
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29T When commenting above the global indexes of association, we saidthat three pairs of variables had the m~st significant values:educatior.-occupation, occupation-age~ and size-age. The firstcase has an obvious interpretation- but not the other two.6 allows a better understanding of these cases. 
Table
Panel E showsthat the association betveen occupation and age is mainly due tothe classification in the variable occupation, since people notin the labor force constitute a class there. As they are chieflyretired old people there is an strong association with the class"6S years and more". Panel A, on the·other hand, shows the factthat old people (65 and more) are predominantely heads of smallfamilies and that heads between 35 and 49 belong to medium and• large families • 
30- The analysis of adjusted .residuals for the multivariate classifi­cation did not add any stib'stantial insight to the bivariate casehere considered. The largest positiv.e residuals ai,pear in thegroups of small family size, whose heads were old, not in thelabor force and ~1th a level of education not exceeding primaryschool. 
